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Abstract 
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Applications 51 (1993) l-11. 
A model containing a space which is hereditarily tech-complete but not v-discrete is created by 
adding w, Cohen reals and creating a Q-set. 
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1. Introduction 
Any T3+ space which is G, in some compactification is said to be tech-complete. 
For example, any locally compact space is tech-complete, because it is open and 
therefore G, in its Alexandroff one-point compactification. Also any G,-subset of 
a tech-complete space is eech-complete. Thus, for example, the irrationals are 
tech-complete, because the set of irrationals is G6 in the real numbers, and the 
reals are locally compact. 
However, although the set of reals is tech-complete, the set of rationals is not. 
One might therefore ask what sort of spaces are hereditarily tech-complete; that 
is to say, have the property that every one of their subspaces is Tech-complete. 
Well, every countable ordinal is hereditarily Tech-complete. However, this 
example is rather trivial, since subsets of countable ordinals are trivially G8. The 
first uncountable ordinal space, w, , is not hereditarily tech-complete; any stationary, 
co-stationary set fails to be tech-complete. 
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In [l], it is proved that every hereditarily Tech-complete space is a union of a 
dense relatively discrete subspace and a Q-set. Since, as is proved in [2], in L, every 
Q-set is o-discrete, it follows from V = L that every hereditarily tech-complete space 
is a-discrete. A similar result to the one in [2] is proved in [5]: both proofs refer 
to [3]. 
So, Balogh asked at the 1988 Spring Topology Conference whether it was con- 
sistent that there exists a hereditarily tech-complete space that is not w-discrete. If 
there is one, then by the theorem from [l] already alluded to, there is one which 
is a Q-set (simply take some example and throw away a relatively discrete subset; 
the remainder is still hereditarily tech-complete), and again, using the same theorem, 
any example has to be scattered, because every subspace, being hereditarily Cech- 
complete, has a relatively discrete subset. If our example is not a-discrete, it must 
have scattered height at least w,. 
2. The construction 
A natural way to construct an example of a tech-complete space with a hope of 
being an example of a non-a-discrete hereditarily tech-complete space might be 
as follows: 
Let X be a subset of ww of size w, with the property that for every nonempty 
open subset U of ww, X n U has cardinality w, . For each x E X, let B,(x) be 
{y E X: _vr n = xr n}; the set % = {B,(x): n E w, x E X} is a countable basis of open 
sets for the usual topology on X. 
Express X as a disjoint union l.+J (ItW, X,, where each X0 is countable and dense 
in X. Let Y be the usual topology on X. 
Suppose that f: (X\X,) x w + X is a function with the property that for each x 
and for each n, if x E X,, then f(x, n) E B,(x) n UP<, X,. 
We construct a new topology Tf on X, using f: T,. will be a finer topology than 
5, it will be T2 and locally compact, and in it, each X, will be relatively discrete 
and will be in the closure of Up<, X,. 
Yr will have as a basis the set X = {N,,(x): x E X, n E w}, where the families 
JY~ = {N,(x): x E X,, n E w} are constructed by recursion on LY. If x E X,, then for 
each n, N,,(x)\(x) will turn out to be a subset of Up_ X,. 
We define N,(x) so that if x E X0, then N,(x) = {x} for all n, and if (Y > 0 and 
XE X,, then N,,(x) is equal to {x}uU,,. N,(f(x, m)). 
We make a number of observations. 
Lemma 2.1. For each n and for each x, N,,(x) G B,(x). 
Proof. We prove this for x E X,, by induction on (Y. 
If x E X0, then the result is trivial. 
Suppose that XE X,. Then by definition, N,,,(x) is {x>uU,,. N,,,(f(x, m)), 
which, by the inductive hypothesis is a subset of {x}u U,,, B,(f(x, m)). This in 
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turn is obviously a subset of {x} u lJ,,, B,(f(x, m)). Now, eachf(x, m) is in B,(x), 
since this was one of the restrictions on J: If m 2 n, f(x, m) is therefore in B,(x). 
But when we look at the definition of the B,(x), we find that this implies that 
B,(f(x, m)) = B,(x). So we see that N,(x) G B,(x), as required. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Ifx E X,, then N,,(x)\(x) G UPC, X,. 
Proof. By induction. 0 
Lemma 2.3. K is a basis for a topology. 
Proof. What we have to prove is that if x E X,, and y E X,, then N,,(x) A N,(y) is 
a union of elements of A’+, for every choice of LY, p, 17t and n. 
Let us assume, without loss of generality, that a 2 p. We prove the lemma by 
induction on CY. 
First suppose that LY = 0. Then x and y are in X,,, so they are both isolated. 
Therefore if x # y, N,(x) n N,(y) is empty. 
Now suppose that LY 2 0. If x # y, then since, by the previous lemma, N,(x)\(x) c 
lJyxU X,, and similarly N,,(y)\(y) G UvCB X, G U,__, X,, we can conclude that 
if x # y, then XEY N,,(y), and so N,(x) n N,,(Y) c Uy_ X,. 
If P < a, K(x) n J%(y) = (UL,, fX(f’(x, k))) n K(y) = Ukzm K(f(x, k)) n 
N,(y), which is a union of elements of X by the inductive hypothesis. 
If, on the other hand, p = (Y, we can conclude that, since neither x nor y 
is in N,,,(x) n N,,(y), the intersection N,(x) n N,,(y) = (iJkam Nk(f(x, k))) n 
(Ulan N(f(x, j))), which is in turn equal to U~k,,~ELm,w~x~n,w~ &(.0x, k)) n 
N,(f(y, I)), which is, again by the inductive hypothesis, a union of elements of H 0 
Lemma 2.4. Yf is a HausdorfS topology. 
Proof. For each x and n, N,,(x) s B,(x), and since the ordinary topology on X is 
T,, so is T/. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Each JV,, (x) is compact. 
Proof. We show that if x E X,, then N,(x) is compact, by induction on cy. 
If x E X0, then N,(x) = {x} and is clearly compact. 
Now suppose that (Y 2 0, that x E X,, and that 011 is an open cover of N,,(x). 
Let U be some element of “u with x itself as an element. Then for some m 2 n, 
N,(X)G u. 
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Now N,,(x) = {xlu Ukzn Nk(f(x, k)), and clearly, 
Nn(x)\Nm(x) = u ~k(f(X, k)). 
kc[n,m) 
This is a finite union of what, by the inductive hypothesis, we can assume to be 
compact sets. So let 2’ be a finite subset of % covering N,,(x)\N,,,(x). Now U 
covers N,,,(x), so {U} u 7 is a finite subset of % covering all of 021. 
So we can see that N,,(x) is compact. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Tf is T3b and locally compact. 
Proof. Ff is a T2 topology, and the basis X for .Yf consists of compact sets. Therefore, 
all elements of X are clopen. So Yf is a T3t topology. Since all the elements of X 
are compact, 3, is locally compact. 0 
Lemma 2.7. T/- is a tech-complete topology. 
Proof. By the previous lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.8. If X is Q-set in the 3 topology, then in the Yf topology it is hereditarily 
tech-complete. 
Proof. If every subset of X is a G, in the 9 topology, then since 9r is finer than 
Y, every subset of X is G6 in the 5f topology also. But any G,-subset of a 
tech-complete space is tech-complete. Hence the result. 0 
In other words, this topological space we have constructed from X is a hereditarily 
Tech-complete space provided that X is a Q-set. In the next section, we will construct 
a model of set theory in which X is a Q-set, and in which there is a suitable function 
f which makes Ff not a-discrete, thus providing us with our example. 
3. The forcing extension 
In the last section, we saw how, given a suitable subset X of ww and a suitable 
function f, to construct a new topology making X into a tech-complete space which 
would, if X were a Q-set, make X into a hereditarily Tech-complete space. In this 
section, starting with a set X, we force to simultaneously make X into a Q-set, and 
to construct a function f in such a way that, in the T, topology, X will not be 
a-discrete. 
The forcing partial order P will be realized as the union of a nested sequence 
(PO: p <2”1), this sequence being constructed in such a way that if /3 < y, then Pp 
is completely embedded in P’,,. 
All of the Pp will, in addition, have the countable chain condition. 
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Recall that we needed X to be a subset of ‘“w of cardinality w, , with the property 
that X met every open subset of ww in w,-many points. Let us assume we have 
chosen such an X in the ground model, and in the ground model, have partitioned 
it into w,-many countable dense sets X, (a E w,). 
Let 4 : 2”1 x 2”t + 2”1 be an onto function with the property that for each p and 
y, +(p, y) 2 p. The function C$ will be a bookkeeping device for keeping track of 
names. 
We now use 4 to describe a list of names. Suppose that we have already constructed 
P, as a countable chain condition forcing poset having cardinality less than 2”). 
We enumerate all nice Pa-names for subsets of X as ( p+Cp,uJ: y E 2”1), possibly 
mentioning some names more than once. (By a nice name we mean a subset S of 
Pp x {c?: x E X} such that for each x E X, {p E P,: (p, i) E s} is an antichain. The 
two convenient properties of these names are first of all that they form a set of size 
2”1, rather than a proper class, and secondly that each one has cardinality w, .) 
Notice that what we are doing here is defining names p,, for 6 E 2‘“1, at the same 
time as we define the partial order Pp, in such a way that when the time comes to 
define PO+, , i/b has already been defined. 
Of course, if p = +(S, y), then IiP will have been constructed as a P6-name, not 
a PP-name. But Ps will have been built as a subset of Pa, so a nice P6-name for a 
subset of X will also be a PO-name for a subset of X. And, as has already been 
said, the PP are not merely nested, but completely embedded in each other. 
Now to the construction. We need to make X into a Q-set, and the VP will help 
us in that. But we also need to define a function f: (X\X,) x w +X in such a way 
that if x is in X,, and n E w, then f(x, n) is an element of B,(x) nUp<, X,. 
So we define Pp as follows: 
P, is the set of all pairs (p, q), with the following properties: 
(1) p is a finite partial function from (X\X,J x w to X, and for each (x, n) E 
dam(p), if x is in X,, then p(x, n) is in B,(x) nUp__, X,. 
(2) q is a finite partial function with domain a subset of p. 
(3) If y E dam(q), then q(y) is a pair (a, S), where a is a finite subset of X and 
S is a finite subset of the basis 6%’ = {B,(x): n E w, x E X} for the usual topology on 
A. 
(4) If q( y) = (a, S), then ( p, q 1 y) lkP1 a’ n vy = 8. Note that (p, q 1 y) is an element 
of Pv. 
We order Pp, by saying that (p’, q’) c (p, q) if and only if 
(1) P’ZP, 
(2) dom(q’) 2 dam(q), 
(3) if y E dam(q), q(y) = (a, S) and q’(y) = (a’, S’), then a’ z a, S’=, S, and for 
each B in S’\S, B n a = 0. 
If (p, q) is an element of Pp, then p is intended to be a finite approximation to 
the function f we want to construct, while q looks a little like an element of the 
standard partial order for creating a Q-set. This way of creating a Q-set comes from 
[41. 
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We have to show, before we can proceed, that the lPp do have the countable chain 
condition, are of cardinality less than 2‘5, and are completely embedded in each 
other. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf p < y, then Pp is completely embedded in Pv. 
Proof. Since Pp is a suborder of P,, all we have to show is that if (p, q) is an 
element of Pv and (p’, q’) is an element of Pp below (p, qrp), then (p’, q’) and 
(p, q) are compatible. But if we define q” so that q”r/3 = q’ and q”r [p, y) = q r [p, y), 
then (p’, q”) is a lower bound for (p, q) and (p’, q’). q 
Lemma 3.2. The Pp have the countable chain condition. 
Proof. We use induction on /3. 
First of all, PO is the set of all pairs (p, q) for which q = 0. Zf (x, n) E dam(p), 
and x E X,, then p(x, n) is constrained to lie in B,(x) n lJy<ol X,; this is a countable 
set. (p, 0) and (p’, 0) are compatible in PO if and only if p and p’ are compatible 
as functions; thus a standard A-system lemma/Pigeonhole Principle argument will 
tell us that P,, has the countable chain condition. 
PO is, in fact, isomorphic to the usual partial order for adding w,-many Cohen reals. 
We now proceed to the inductive case. 
Suppose that we know that $a is ccc. Let A be an antichain in IFpp+r of cardinality 
w,; let A = {(pa, q,): a E ol}. We can assume without loss of generality that for all 
cr, /3 E dom(q,); for if for all but countably many LY it is not true that /3 E dom(q,), 
then all but countably many of the (pa, qa) are in Pp, and then we have a contradic- 
tion, because Pp is ccc. 
Let qa(p) = (a,, S,). By the Pigeonhole Principle, we can assume that all the S, 
are equal to some set S. 
Now, if ( pv, qv 1 P 1 and (pa, qa r P 1 are compatible in PP, ( pv, qv 1 and (pa, qa 1 are 
compatible in IP~+~. For suppose that (p, q) is some element of Pa below both 
(p, qrrP) and (p,, qa IP). We define q’ so that q’rP = q, dom(q’) = dam(q) u {PI, 
and q’(p) = (a, S), where a = a, u a,. 
Firstly (p, q’) is an element of Ppg+, . To show this we have to prove that 
(p, q’b/3) kP, ci n PO = 8; in other words that for each x E a, (p, q’lp) IkPp 2& PO. 
But (p,q’r/?)=(p,q). Suppose that xEa,. Then, since (p,q)s(pa,qar/?) and 
(pa,qarP)bpZ~ pP, (p,dlP)=(p,q)b,XfJ VP as rewired. 
Having proved that (p, q’) is an element of PO+, , we need to show that it is below 
both (pm, qa) and (p,, q,,). This presents no difficulties. 
So we have shown that if (par qm 1 p) and ( pv, qv r/3) are compatible in P,, then 
(p,, qU) and (p,, qv) are compatible in Pp+, . Equivalently, if (pa, qa) and ( py. qv) 
are incompatible in Pp+l, then (par qa rp) and ( pvr qu rp) are incompatible in Pp. 
So since {(pa, qa): (Y E w,} is an uncountable antichain in PO+, , {(pa, qn rp): LY E w,> 
is an uncountable antichain in Pp. But this is impossible, since P, has the ccc. 
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Finally we deal with the limit case. 
Suppose that A is a limit, and that for all p <A, PP has the ccc. 
Suppose that {(pm, qu): (Y E CO,> is an uncountable antichain in P,. Without loss 
of generality, the domains of the qn form a A-system. Let p < A be greater than the 
supremum of the root of this A-system. Then one can show that if (pa, qa Ip) and 
(p,, q,rp) are compatible, then so are (p,, qCz) and (p,, qv). So since {(pm, qa): a E 
w,} is an antichain, so is {( pCf, qu rp): LY E CO,}. This is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Zf p < 2”l, then $,, has cardinality IpI + w, . 
Lemma 3.4. If p is a $-name for a subset of X, then for some 6, It, ? = pa’,. 
Proof. Let I’ be a $-name for a subset of X. Let 2 be a nice name which is forced 
to be equal to I’. Now P =Pz-, Because 2 is a nice name, it has cardinality w,, 
and so, since cof(2”l) > w,, for some p < 29, i is a nice PB-name for a subset of 
X. So, for some y, IEPs i = Y+Crcc,v,. By complete embedding, if 6 = 4(p, y), IEP, 2 = 
Y8, and it-p 2 = Y = Y6. q 
The above all fall into the category of technical forcing lemmas. We can now be 
reassured that at least our partial order P preserves cardinals, and that we do not 
have to be too careful about which partial order we are forcing over. 
The aim of the forcing is to create some functions. We ought to check that the 
functions we are trying to create have the right domains. In particular, the function 
f; which we are hoping to build out of the p’s, must have domain (X\X,) x w. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that (p, q) is an element of $. Suppose that (x, n) E (X\X,) x w. 
Then there exists (p’, q’) s (p, q) such that (x, n) E dom(p’). 
Proof. If (x, n) is not already in dom( p), then let q’ = q, and let p’ be obtained from 
p by adding (x, n) to its domain. Then (p’, q’) will be an element of P’ below 
(P, 4). 0 
The next question concerns the q’s. In the generic extension, if (p, q) is in the 
generic filter and p ~dom(q), then q(p) will be an approximation to a pair 
(X\ YP, S,), where YP is the subset of X for which YO is a name, and S, is a subset 
of 93. 
We now choose some enumeration 93 = { B”: n E w} of 93 in order-type w in the 
ground model, and, working in the generic extension, define U;j to be U {B”: m 2 n 
and B” E S,}. The idea is that, in the generic extension, YP should be equal to the 
intersection of the CJZ. This would make Yp a G6-set. Since every subset of X is 
a Yp for some /3, we would be able to show that X was a Q-set in the generic extension. 
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Lemma 3.6. Suppose that ( p, q) E P. Then there is an extension (p’, q’) of (p, q) with 
p E dom( q’). 
Proof. Suppose that p e dom( q). Let p’ = p, and let q’ be obtained from q by adding 
p to its domain, and putting q’(p) = (o,(3). 0 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that (p, q) E $, and that (p, q) I-- zZ$ PO. Then there exists an 
extension (p’, q’) of (p, q) such that ifq’(p) = (a’, S’), then x E a’. 
Proof. Let P’=P, q’r(w,\{P})=qr(w,\{P}), and, if q(P)=(a, S), let q’(P)= 
(a u {x}, S). One can easily check that (p’, q’) s (p, q). 0 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that (p, q) E $, that (p, q) IF CZ E PO, and that n E w. Then there 
exists an extension (p’, q’) of (p, q), such that ifq’(p) = (a’, S’), then for some WI > n, 
x E B” E S’. 
Proof. Find some m > n such that x E B”, but for all y in a, y ~8 B”. (Note that the 
fact that (p, q) IF ,? E PO ensures that x C? a.) Let p’ = p, q’r (wz\{p}) = q 1 (wz\{/3}), 
and, if q(p) = (a, S), let q’(p) = (a, Su {B”}). Again, one can check that (p’, q’) s 
(P, 4). 0 
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that (p, q) E $, that p E dam(q), that q(p) = (a, S), and that 
x E a. Then there exists n E w, such that whenever m > n, (p’, q’) G (p, q), q’(p) = 
(a’, S’) and B” E S’, it is the case that x g B”. 
Proof. S is a finite subset of %‘. Let n be the greatest integer such that B” E S. Now 
suppose that (p’, q’) s (p, q), and that q’(p) = ( a’, S’). Suppose that m > n, and that 
B” E S’. Since m > n, B” F? S. So, since (p’, q’) < (p, q), a n B” = 0. In particular, 
xEB”‘. 0 
The above are sufficient to show that X is forced to be a Q-set. Let YP be the 
subset of X for which Y0 is a name. Lemma 3.8 tells us that, in the generic extension, 
every U$ has to contain every element of YP, from which it follows that YP G 
n new Ug . Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9 tell us that if x is not in Yp, then for some n, x$ U;j. 
Thus YP is equal to n,,,, Ui, and is a G6-set. 
The only thing that still remains to us to show before we can conclude that X is 
a Q-set in the generic extension, is that every subset of X is a YP. But we proved 
that in Lemma 3.4. 
So, in the generic extension, X is a Q-set. If G is the generic filter, and we define 
f to be Up&G P? then the topology yr is a hereditarily tech-complete topology. 
We now conclude by proving that it is not u-discrete. As a matter of fact, we can 
do better than that; we can prove that it has no uncountable relatively discrete subsets. 
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Lemma 3.10. In the Tf topology, X has no uncountable relatively discrete subset. 
Proof. Let 3 be a name for a subset of X. Let i, be a nice name for a countable 
subset of 3 which is dense in 3 in the Y topology. Since P has the countable chain 
condition, we can find an ordinal LY such that IF 0~ (UPC, X,)‘, and if (p, q) is 
in P’ and B is an element of 93, then there exists (p’, q’) compatible with (p, q) with 
the property dom(p’) E vPcDL X,, and either (p’, q’) IF B n 3 = 0, or else for some 
YEX, (p’,q’)IFy’EOnB. 
The ordinal LY is chosen, in other words, so that the dense set d is forced to lie 
in the first LY of the X,, and so that d can be fully described using elements of the 
partial order which, in a sense, rely only on elements of Up<, X,. 
Let (p, q) be any element of the partial order forcing some particular x’ to lie in 
s\u pCa X@. Let m E w, and let n > m be any natural number large enough so that 
(x, n)a dam(p). Let (p’, q’) and y be chosen so that YE B,(x) nU,,+ X,, 
dom(p’) s UPC, X,, (p’, q’) is compatible with (p, q), and (p’, q’) It _$ E D. 
Let p” = p u p’, and define q” so that dom( 9”) = dom( q) u dom( q’), if p E dom( q) n 
dom(q’) then q”(p) = q(p) u q’(p), if p E dom(q)\dom(q’) then q”(p) = q(p), and 
if p E dom(q’)\dom(q) then q”(p) = q’(p). (p”, q”) is, in other words, the most 
natural candidate for the greatest lower bound for (p, q) and (p’, 9’). 
We need to show that (p”, 4”) is indeed a lower bound for (p, q) and (p’, q’). 
We prove by induction on /3 that (p”, q”rp) is a lower bound for (p, qr/3) and 
(P’, S’IP). 
The base step is easy; for that we need to prove that (p”, 0) is a lower bound for 
(p, 0) and (p’, 0). All we need to show is that p” is a function and extends both p 
and p’. The only potential problem with that is if p and p’ are incompatible as 
functions. But that is impossible, since (p, q) and (p’, q’) are compatible in P. 
The only nontrivial inductive step is when /3 E dom(q”). Suppose, in this case, 
that (p”, q”rp) is a lower bound for (p, qrp) and (p’, q’lp). 
If P E dom(q)\dom(q’), then q”(P) = q(P), and it is relatively easy to show that 
(p”, q”r (p + 1)) is a condition and lies below (p, q r (p + 1)) if we use the information 
that (p”, q”/p)G(p, qrp). That (p”, q”r(p+l))<(p’, q’r(p+l)) is then trivial. 
The reasoning is similar if p E dom(q’)\dom(q). 
Now suppose that /3 E dom( q) n dom( q’). Let q(p) = (a, S), and q’(p) = (a’, 9). 
Then q”(p) = (au a’, Su S’). 
The first thing we have to show is that if x E a u a’, then (p”, q”rp) It- Z& PD. But 
if x E a, then ( p, q r p) It- 1 E PO, and (p”, q”rj3) G ( p, q 1 j3); similar reasoning works 
if x E a’. 
Given this, we need to check that if BE S’\S, then a n B = 0, and if BE S\S’, 
then a’n B=0. 
At this point, we use the fact that (p’, q’) and (p, q) are compatible. Let (t, $) 
be a lower bound. Let q(p) = (ri, &. Suppose that BE S’\S. Then BE f?, since 
(@, 4) == (p’, q’). So B E i\S, and since (j?, 4) s (p, q), a n B = 0. We prove that if 
BE S\S’, then a’n B = 0, in a similar way. 
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So an inductive argument tells us that (p”, q”) is a lower bound for (p, q) and 
(P’, 4’). 
The great virtue of (p”, q”) is that dom( p”) = dam(p) u dom( p’); thus since 
xguup<, X,, (x, n)g dom(p’), and we asssumed earlier that (x, n)a dam(p). So 
(x, n) E dom( p”). What this means is that we can have a lower bound for (p, q) and 
(p’, q’) which does whatever we like to (x, n). 
Define (p, q) so that q = q”, and p’ is obtained from p” by adding (x, n) to its 
domain and putting p’(x, n) = y. Recall that y E B,,(x) n UP._ X,, so we can in fact 
do this. 
Nowsince(~,,)~(p’,q’),(~,;)I~y’Ei).Since(~,,)~(p,q),(~,,)l~~i-E.By 
construction, since p’ is intended as an approximation to the function f in the generic 
extension, (b, 6) lEff(Z, ti) ‘9, where f is a name for jI From the last, we conclude 
that (i, 4) IF 5 E fi,, (x), where, obviously, N,, (x) is a name for N,,(x); so that putting 
everything together, (~,;)1~(3y~d)[y~~~(x)], or (j?,q)lt-(3n>m)(3y~fi) 
[YE I\;m(x)l. 
Now in the above, the choice of m was completely arbitrary; such a (i, 4) could 
be found below (p, q) for any m. In addition, (p, q) was chosen arbitrarily under 
the condition that it forced i to lie in 3. Since no such (p, q) can, for any m, force 
(Vn > m)[dn N,,(x) =@I, every such (p, q) must, by a density argument, force 
(Vm)(3n > m)[d n N,,(x) # 81; in other words, every such (p, q) forces X to be in 
the Tf closure of ri 
Summarizing, if x @ IJ,,, X,, then any ( p, q) forcing it to belong to 3, also forces 
it to belong to the 9f closure of d. 
By another density argument, therefore, the Yf closure of fi is forced to contain 
all points in 3 which are not in U, <a X, . 
In other words, in the generic extension, if S is an uncountable subset of X, then 
any isolated points of X must lie in Up<, X, for some (Y E w,. Since IJO<, X, is 
countable, S contains a limit point of itself. 0 
To sum up, then, in the generic extension, X with the Y, topology is a hereditarily 
Tech-complete space that is not o-discrete. 
4. Remarks 
G. Gruenhage observed, on seeing the construction presented in this paper, that 
the consistency of the existence of such an example may be proved as follows. 
Construct a Q-set concentrated about a countable set as in [4]. The existence of an 
uncountable set concentrated about a countable set is equivalent to b = w,. Now, 
by a construction of TodorCeviE [6, Chapter 21 the topology of the Q-set may be 
refined to yield a new topology which is locally countable, locally compact and 
hereditarily separable. This is then a non-a-discrete hereditarily Tech-complete 
space. 
A hereditarily &h-complete space 11 
The author would like to express his gratitude to Z. Balogh and G. Gruenhage 
for spotting a mistake in a previous version of the above proof and for suggesting 
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